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1. Profiling ESSnet: Publishable 2013 Administrative Summary Report.  
 

Preliminary statement:  
 
The aim of this project is very simple: the largest enterprise groups are few; they control less than 1% 
of the corporations in the EU. But they are very important: they employ one third of the wage-earners 
in the Union, produce even more of the Value Added, of the investment and of the external trade.  
 
Most of them operate in several (often in nearly all) the Member States.  
 
Is it then adequate to organize the collection of their data totally independently in all countries?  
 
Because the statistical units are the backbone of all statistics, the present partnership has been 
mandated to propose a common delineation of the enterprises in the enterprise groups - the enterprises 
being defined as the economic actors - , to test this delineation proposal and to check and assess 
whether the proposed statistical units “enterprises” allow to collect meaningful data at national and at 
the EU level.  
 
The proposals made by the ESSnet have been generally received as reasonable by most of the experts 
to whom they were presented even if considered as demanding from the implementation point of view; 
they have been tested in-depth with fully significant results on delineation of global enterprises and 
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positive results on the national part of them mainly when European and national profiling could be 
somewhat integrated; they include inputs for improving the collection in the main domains that might 
use the “enterprise” and also recommandations on the possible processes that can be used in the NSIs 
in order to increase the efficiency as well of profiling as of collection in domains such as Structural 
Business Statistics (the main recommandation being on the creation of some kind of “account 
management” for the largest units).  
  
We tried also to assess the cost/efficiency model, even if the present results are initial and partial,  
because the data used refer only to tests, come from often unexperimented teams that are in a learning 
process and because the priority rules in the businesses give a low rank to experimental and research 
experiences. Nevertheless the material will be very useful for the future implementation plans.  
 
Our research work is in line with the current developments on statistical units and allows to develop 
the future implementation programme of the “enterprise”, after the necessary decisions on definitions, 
operational rules, domain packages have been decided for the FRIBS regulation and that it gives a lot 
of inputs for starting the foreseen ESBRs ESSnet. 

 
 

1.1 The Project objectives (according to the 3rd Special Grant  Agreement) 
 

The preamble of the 3rd SGA stipulates that “the profiling ESSnet Project deals with the definition, 
description and the construction of the enterprises as parts of the MNEs”.  

Its main objectives for the four years of its duration are the following:  
 

-   one objective (objectiveA) achieved in 2010, with the conclusion that profiling is possible and 
necessitates more studies to be dealt with in the following years: 

A. To define the feasibility and the scope of ‘profiling’ large and complex MNEs. 
 

- three objectives on which the partners have worked during three years in two successive 
SGAs: 

B. The development of a common conceptual framework, methodology, rules and standards for 
'profiling'. 

C1 The development of process descriptions, tools, operational guidelines and quality assurance of 
profiling. 

C2 The development of models for the organisation and financing of 'profiling'. 
D  Testing and implementing 'profiling'. 

 
-   one objective to be mostly treated from 2014 and on, through FRIBS and the VIP project on 

the ESBRs, the present ESSnet having contributed to define a basic tool (called IPT interactive 
profiling tool), which is also intended to be interoperable with the EGR at the end of the ESBRs 
ESSNet period: 

E  The development of a model for sharing of 'profiles' (including legal framework). 
 
 
1.2  Profiling “large and complex multinationals”, now named Profiling 
“Global Enterprise Groups”: strategic results; links with legal and 
administrative data 
 
1.2.1 the context of the project 
 
 As stressed in previous profiling executive reports, the increasing globalisation of business leads to 
very large deviations between the administrative legal (national) structures and the managerial (real 
economic) organisation which is mainly monitored at the global level.  
Globalisation has thus a large negative impact on the quality of national and European statistics; as the 
managerial structures are not taken into account in the present description of the productive economies 
of the whole world and specifically on this of the EU, this impact is so important that it causes 
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confusion with the simplest and concrete data such as calculating the number of producers1 by 
industries or by size. 
Thus we agree with the usual conclusion among business statisticians that “it is no more possible to go 
on the present business statistics organisation in the long run”. In consequence, as partners of the 
“Profiling ESSnet”, our commitment implies that we make tested proposals of methods, guidelines 
and processes as inputs for the soon coming definition of the concerned programmes of the EU.  
 
1.2.2 the European developments on the definition of enterprise:  
 
The first year of the ESSnet profiling was dedicated to a feasibility study and to a study on statistical 
units. The conclusions of these studies were that there was a need to change the current definition of 
statistical units. The ESSnet on profiling proposed a new definition of the enterprise. These 
conclusions were shared and discussed with the ESSnet on Consistency and led to European 
developments to propose an updated definition of enterprise. In parallel, the ESSnet profiling went on 
with the testing of the agreed methodology that was proposed by the ESSnet members. The current 
European works on statistical units, with which the methodology proposed by the ESSnet profiling is 
aligned, lead to the following changes:  

 
- the main statistical unit will clearly be the “enterprise”;  
- even if the change in definition is slight and because the implementation of the present 

definition has not in fact been realised in most of the EU MS, the stress is now put on the 
monitored and controlled implementation of the definition;  

- the “enterprise” is not restricted to a geographical boundary and thus can be defined at 
different geographical levels: the global one, which satisfies fully the economic definition, 
mainly about the autonomy of decision; the truncated (national) one which may in a lot of case 
miss the “autonomy” criterion, but is in the proposed model the statistical unit at the basis of 
published national business statistics even if the observations, primarily the administrative,  
may be collected differently.  

 
1.2.3 the changes proposed by the Profiling ESSnet in the delineation of the enterprise:  
 

- the delineation of the “enterprises” when they belong to (are controlled by) a global enterprise 
group is centrally performed by the NSI of the global decision centre, agreed on one side with 
the GEG, on the other side by partnering NSIs (these of the “other” countries in which the 
GEG operates);  

- the main economic data are explicitly linked to the variables that the businesses use in their 
accounting information system; this may lead in the future to a whole set of specific core 
variables that would be the reference for statistics and national accounts (they would not be 
“the data” needed by the NA, but the best possible proxies coming from the information 
mastered and understood by the businesses themselves. This topic needs to be taken forward 
and tested in the future ESBRs project and/or in the FRIBS packages.  

 
All these characteristics have consequences on the organisation of the NSIs, on the necessary 
networking between NSIs and with the businesses for which proposals are included in the reports.  
 
1.2.4 Profiling and the European Business statistical System:  
 
How is the European Statistical System going to improve its Business Statistics with the ability to 
include the previous proposals? The way to move forward appears more clearly now: the future 
FRIBS (Framework Regulation(s) for Integrated Business Statistics) will give the legal basis; it will 
concern all Business Statistics plus specifically for the Registers “all contributers to Value Added”, 
market or non-market, profit or non-profit driven. FRIBS will operate at various levels: a high level 
framework regulation from the Council and the Parliament, application regulations from the 

                                                      
1 From an EGR Legal Unit approach, which is presently the usual approach, it appears that there are more 
than 400 car-makers in the EU when any observer can tell that there are less than 50! A very sensitive 
notion, the SMEs, are not observable in each country and not comparable between them.   
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Commission supported by agreements of the ESSC, the EBS Manual for operationalisation and 
eventually specialised guidelines per domain.  
Referring to its conceptual and procedural content, this preparation on the substance of Profiling will 
be run in continuity with the EGR and the Profiling projects in a new and common project called the 
European System of interoperable Business Registers, the ESBRs. A unique ESSnet will operate on 
the ESBRs from 2014 until 2017, most probably split in two sub-ESSnet (for the years 2014-2015 and 
2016-2017).  

 
1.2.5 Profiling and statistical sources: 
 
When transferring our observations from the administrative and/or legal world based on legal units to 
the economic and statistical world where we want and tend to observe “enterprises”, the most difficult 
topic comes from the fact that most of the legal domains do not identify the actors of the “real” 
economic world. In consequence we miss most of the fundaments that until now have supposedly 
eased the construction of statistics: the administrative registers as well as the administrative data files 
are mostly based on legal units.  
As we are proposing to change the statistical unit from legal units to the economic actors we are also 
interested in our future sources of data. Until now we used directly a lot of administrative files on legal 
units as the basis of legal/statistical units. Now we have to find new sources. The closest proxies of the 
direct sources we are looking for come from the managerial structure of the largest businesses 
reflected in their accounting and reporting system.  
So profilers have got used to summarising it saying or writing that our starting point is to be found in 
the data systems, mainly the accounting information system, that the “large and complex businesses” 
use internally for management purposes and whose main data are published for the needs of their share 
or stake-holders.  

 
1.2.6 Profiling and the accounting standards:  

 
It is important to specify a little bit more what is the place of the accounting standard in the proposed 
process:  

-   the main unit we want to observe is the economic actor, enough autonomous for deciding on 
production-related topics including volumes and prices of sales to independent buyers; this is 
the case for the enterprise group taken as a whole;  

- the top managers of the group may decide or not to give sufficient autonomy to parts of this 
group; if yes, then each autonomous part is also a candidate for being statistically considered 
as an enterprise;  

- practically the way enterprise groups define and manage “operational segments”, whatever 
they are called, is often close to our approach of enterprises;  

- then statisticians observe that the European accounting standards, the IFRS, offer a nice 
starting point for profiling with the advantage that they provide a standardised view of all 
listed group and of most of the largest groups of the EUeven if not listed;  

- but applying the IFRS is not a pre-condition for profiling: the process is described as such and 
can be used for enterprise groups allowed to use any other accounting standard and also even 
if they are allowed not to apply any consolidation.  

 
1.3   “Profiling Global Enterprise Groups”: State of the art at the end of 

the ESSnet project : 
 

1.3.1 Following  numerous international studies made on the topic of how to look at and see the 
“whole elephant” (the multi-national enterprise group) and to cut it up, by “profiling”, in economic 
actors used as significant units for statistics, the ESS has included in its 2008-2013 MEETS program 
three inter-related actions embedded in three ESSnets: EGR, Profiling and Consistency.  
     
1.3.2 In consequence, the “Profiling” ESSnet is providing the EU ESS with methods, guidelines and 
processes that have been largely tested and have proved to be a workable and feasible basis for the 
coming VIP programmes.  
More concretely the deliverables are structured as follows:  
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The Methodology report on the Work Package B results:  
- includes Methodology of profiling: Conceptual framework, Methodology, Rules and 

Standards;  
- describes the proposed general model on units;  
- in the delineation from Global group to Enterprise explains control, autonomy, 

classifications, and their use in statistics;  
- shows what is the way from accounting data to economic statistics: thus begins to define 

what could be the core variables; 
- analyses the classification of changes in GEGs and continuity rules (this chapter is mainly an 

initial draft, to be tested in the ESBRs ESSnet and probably will become  simpler);  
- analyses the usefulness of the new model of units for SBS, STS, FATS, Prodcom and NA;  
- gives inputs on the relationships with the statistical units used in present statistics: “national” 

enterprise (ENT) / (Local ) Kind of Activity Units (L)KAU, for the ad hoc Task Force on Statistical 
Units presently meeting that gathers specialists from Consistency, EGR and Profiling plus country and 
Eurostat experts; of course, this outcome will have to be updated after the TF has concluded its work; 

- proposes criterions to assess quality in profiling. 
 
The Guidelines report on the Work Package C results; it:  

- gives an overview of sources for profiling:  
- explains Intensive vs Light Profiling   
- presents an overview of the profiling process:  

Desk analysis: the Annual Report of the Business, and the related Accounting data, most 
of the time compliant with IFRS (which as said previously are the only fully widespread European 
standards) are the main basis of this task; 

Contact with statistical users: allows to assess their needs and to prioritize them;  
Contact with the Group: seems unavoidable at least for the most complex cases; if the 

light process appears possible, then usually extra data are necessary, that can often be found in the 
OFATS surveys;  

Completing the documents: gives guidance; addresses the problems with variables and the 
sources of inconsistencies;  

- lists the Skills of a profiling team.   
 
The Process model is included in the Work Package B report, Methodology and is specified in many 
chapters of the Guidelines. It is of special interest as it suggests preferred organisation examples for 
the NSIs to profile and specific skills that are required to do so; they can be gathered in aspecific 
profiling team, but eventually, e.g in the smallest countries, can result from building task forces inside 
each NSI or from working in an EU network where specialists are located in different countries and 
work as a virtual competence centre.  
 
Tests have been made for more than a hundred GEGs (more than 60 come from 
intensive profiling; more than 40 come from a lighter procedure, which is still under development); 
All tests results have been reported on common quasi-standardised excel templates (not fully at this 
stage because experience led to progressive improvements) The Profiling Templates (PT) and 
Profiling Reports (PR) are the concrete basis and the supporting tables for the testing experience, for 
example for sharing data between the concerned NSIs; the PT and PR will be replaced by the 
Interactive Profiling Tool (the IPT), an IT system that will ease the exchanges between profilers 
working on the same groups in different countries and the exchanges with the EGR.  
 
The Timing model, or financing model, based on the real timing of tests, try to allow the forecast of 
future profiling costs. Large differences between countries appear, partly due to the learning and 
training position of each of them, partly due to the difference in process. But the basis is significant, 
even if the parameters of this model need to be reviewed in the next future. 
 
and more…. for examples:  

- 2 Newsletters for the use by initial and new profilers, a FAQ built by Eurostat mostly on the 
basis of the ESSnet “lessons learnt”,  

- a multistep approach document also by Eurostat suggesting what could be the operational 
interpretation of the profiling steps.  
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1.3.3 Of course, in soft sciences like economics and statistics, testing does not constitute a full 
modelisation of the future implementation; the reason is that, opposed from the “hard sciences” where 
experiences can be reproduced, it is not possible to collect data again and again on the same reference 
period, even not twice: once with the usual operational model / once with the tested model; and to 
compare the results of the two models:  

- neither the businesses would accept to invest significantly where necessary for a pure testing 
experience,  

- nor would the NSIs be able to produce a double set of statistics.   
To avoid the previous difficulty, it would not be possible in our context to “make a try” on the new 
model and shift back if it appeared non conclusive.  
 
The precise content of all the necessary tasks to be realized during implementation has not been 
described at this point, either because of the previous reason or because some undervaluated 
operations have appeared during the tests. A lot of them can be specified, only after the decision to 
profile will become an official decision published by Eurostat, after sufficient agreement in the 
concerned committees and decision by the concerned officials. This will be part of programmes such 
as the VIP ESBRs. 
   
Nevertheless it is now clear that the resulting Statistical Units – the Global Enterprises (GENs) and 
the national Truncated Enterprises (TENs) - will be registered in the EGR, the European Groups 
Register as well as the Global Enterprise Groups (GEGs) themselves, their controlled legal units 
and the links between them, as the main units for Business Statistics. Profiling appears also as a 
powerful instrument to improve the quality of the EGR, because the information received directly 
from the GEG officials during profiling should be considered the best source on the legal structure 
of the GEG and because the information they give is the most recent possible. 
 
1.3.4 The very large testing actions operated during the Profiling ESSnet confirm that the generally 
accepted definition for the profiling process, according to which “profiling consists in analysing the 
legal, operational and accounting structure of an enterprise group in order to establish the statistical 
units within that group and their links and the most efficient structure for the collection of statistical 
data” fits the requirements of operational profiling. It has been proposed to keep it unchanged.  
 
1.3.5 More generally, the most interesting conclusion that we could draw from the four years of the 
ESSnet on Profiling is that nearly all the proposals we make have been previously made in a fully 
understandable written version somewhere in the ESS Business Working Groups, Steering Groups, 
reports manuals, Guidelines etc.  
This conclusion could be very frustrating for Profiling partners who were supposed to “invent” 
something new! It could be also frustrating for the original drafters of the proposal not used during a 
long time after being made !  
 
But the likely reality that we regnonize is that without our predecessors we could not have succeeded; 
that they were too much in advance to be understood and operationalised at the time of their 
contributions; and probably that we needed some more international standardisation in the business 
information system that appeared through the extended use of IFRS: our luck (and the perspicuity of 
our sponsors) was to detect that time had come for international profiling to become a concrete 
possibility; we hope this possibility will become soon a decision and work positively for it. 
 
 
1.4 “Profiling Global Enterprise Groups”: the main actions 
1.4.1 Concerning the Methodology, included in the Work Package B, the main results actions during 
2012-2013, were mainly directed towards the improvement of the version drafted in the previous 
SGA:  

-  in consequence the changes were not very important, as such because our partnership did 
not find reasons to change its mind on the most important proposals, and because there was neither 
reasons to change due to testing issues;  

- thus, the two main complements are:  
o on the classification of changes (this draft is very preliminary as no follow-up has 

been made yet on the profiles realised during the tests; this draft is to be used in the 
future ESBRs ESSnet as well for the sake of profiling as for the updating of the EGR);  
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o on the SPEs and special units, a tentative coherence has been looked for with the very 
numerous studies and researches on the topic realised as well by business statistics 
and by the balance of payments as by the national accountants. The ultimate reference 
has been made to the Task Force on Head Offices, Holding Companies and SPEs 
(common to National Accounts and Balance of Payments), which report has been 
issued at the beginning of 2013. 

 
1.4.2 Concerning the “Process/work flows, tools, operational guidelines” (WP C), the actions of 
2012-2013 were mainly to check their relevance and assess that they were adapted for testing.  
The main changes during the two years of the ESSnet came from the addition of evidence to support 
the best way to profile using profiling tests. This was carried out by both the testing countries and also 
by the partners who worked through the test cases again. 
For most of the partners profiling was a brand new activity; for some of them it led to challenge and 
question their present way of delineating their statistical units and using them in the collection of 
business statistics. In this context, time is necessary to “make one’s mind”. That is precisely what we 
experienced.  
 
Anyway, the WP C final report will be available as scheduled.  
 
1.4.3     Concerning the aspects of testing international profiles (Work Packages D & Training & 
Support):  
The testing programme was fully realised, even if a very few (4 as a whole) cases had to be 
“cancelled” during the process of profiling, either because the officials considered to burden too high 
or because of a change in the management, the new one considering profiling not a priority.  
The two files not in line refer to very early profiles, achieved before the standardisation of the 
templates and for which the update will come from 2014.  
This evaluation of realised profiles gives no direct clue for assessing the willingness of the businesses 
to take part to profiling: in reality the situation is threefold;  

- either the European profiling is realised with straight links with national profiling; in this case 
new profiles share largely the desk tasks and the willingness is the same that for the national 
operation, usually easy when the confidence does exist previously between the Nsi and the 
GEG or when the implication of the head of the NSI is clear;  

- either the European profile complete national profiling that does exist previously; and the 
question is: how to manage the coincidence of a regular cycle of national profiling and the 
specific tasks necessary to begin European profiles ? The answer is never purely this of the 
business or this of the NSI but somewhat in their bunch of relation; thus it is varied.  

- or the European exercise comes with no previous experience in the concerned country; then 
usually the first contact leads to a large welcome from the GEG. During the profiling period 
the situation evolves a lot of time from difficulties to accept to “invest” for a pure test (no 
direct benefits in the long run can be awaited from the tests themselves without the risk of 
changes) to the perspective of large wins if the standardisation of the statistical burden among 
EU countries is improved.  

 
But as a result, the commitments of all involved partners testers and piloters were realised, resulting in 
about 60 intensive profiles, about 10% of the future European target for this type of profiling; and an 
extra 50 cases were submitted to light profiling which is more in a preliminary stage than in a testing 
stage.  
The main profile includes at the end the comments and proposals from the “partnering countries”, the 
number of which appearing in the second table is more than 600.  
 
The testing appears very large; it gives a good proof of the operational feasability of profiling; of 
course some strategic topics need more elaboration: the availability of the data at the truncated 
enterprise level could not go much further than a qualitative positive answer in the testing period for 
the countries which were not the main profilers. The conclusions have also been blurred by the 
workload needed to allow the exchange of data between partners, that was not easy because based on 
the exclusive use of Excel files in the context of a confidentiality procedure, as the foreseen interactive 
tool (the IPT) could not be available before the end of the project.  
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 Table 1.4.1    Number of GEGs profiled  
 

Main profiling Status Entire Action % ESSNet partners % 

Done 112 94,9% 83 93,3% 

Cancelled     4 3,4%   4 4,5% 

Files not in line     2 1,7%   2 2,2% 

TOTAL 118  89  

     

Main profiling Type Entire Action % ESSNet partners % 

Intensive   61 51,7% 48 53,9% 

Light   51 43,2% 35 39,3% 

Other     6 5,1%   6 6,7% 

TOTAL 118  89  
 
The partnering exercises were very important in the tests, their objective being to check the perimeter 
of the GEG in all concerned countries, to assess the enterprises that were delineated and to try to 
monitor wheteher the national truncated units were usable to provide and/or display economic 
significant information.  
According to the synchrony, it was not possible to realise on time all partnering exercises for all 
profiled GEGs but it was very important to maximise their number. Even if all cases have probably not 
been taken into account (the “not labelled” cases being not qualified at the day the table was edited), 
the percentage of 75% that is a minimum appears very high. For example, the new testing and piloting 
countries realised much more partnering exercises than contractual.  
The assessment of the 120 cases profiled in the entire action is not achieved now, but the experiences 
of the application of the profiling methodology are collected and documented now and available for 
further actions. They include a large use of networking between NSIs.  
 
Table 1.4.2   Number of partnering exercises  
 

Partnering exercises Status Entire Action % 

Done and received 606 75% 

Not done and/or not received 134 17% 

Not labelled   69   9% 

TOTAL 809  
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1.4 Partners of the ESSnet 
 

Institut national de la statistique   INSEE       FR                      Pierre Teillet  
(pierre.teillet@insee.fr)  
et des Etudes économiques (coordinator) 
Statistiches Bundesamt              DESTATIS  DE            Roland Sturm (roland.sturm@destatis.de) 
Statistics Finland       SFI            FI                  Mari Rantanen(mari.rantanen@stat.fi) 
Istituto Nazionale di Statistica      ISTAT       IT                 Simone Ambroselli (ambrosel@istat.it) 
Centraal Bureau voor de StatistiekCBS   NL                      Irene Salemink (i.salemink@cbs.nl) 
Office for National Statistics         ONS         UK             Linda Scott (linda.scott@ons.gsi.gov.uk) 
Office Fédéral de la Statistique     OFS/SFO CH David Ackermann(David.Ackermann@bfs.admin.ch)     

Information on this ESSnet: CIRCA/Brnet/Profiling or ESSnet Website 
 
 

mailto:pierre.teillet@insee.fr
mailto:ambroselgarofalo@istat.it
mailto:David.Ackermann@bfs.admin.ch
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2. Achievement of Project objectives  

The achievements are summarized in the following tables:  
  

2.1 Implementation of the objectives: 
 

Table 2.1: List of ESSnet objectives, version of 3rd SGA (3rd & 4th year), split in Work Packages:  
 

 Work   
package Work package title 

Leading 
partner

Staff 
hours 

Star
t 

End
 

 
Realised delivery 

Staff 
hours 
realised 

WP B Conceptual framework, 
methodology, rules and standards 

CBS 2273 m 1 m 24 The final report is 
attached to this report 

1609 

WP C Process/work flows, tools, opera-
tional guidelines, quality control, 
organisational and financial models

CBS 2974 m 1 m 24 The progress report is 
attached to this report 

1752 

WP D Testing (and implementation) ISTAT10269 m 1 m 24 The state of the art report 
table is sent apart 
(confidentiality rules); 
the test cases are 
annexed directly by each 
main profiler. 

15549

WP 
T&S 

Training and support to 5 testing 
(2012-13)+3 piloting (2013) countries 

Insee 2569 m1/ 
m13 

m 24 1950 

WP 
Diss 

Dissemination Insee 1018 m 1 m 24 Presentations at:   
- 6 conferences incl. 
other ESS groups 
- 10 other ESTAT WG, 
SG, DG or other events; 
Participation to:  
- 3 other conf. 
- 3 TF meetings 
- 3 country visits  

549 

WP M Management of the ESSnet 
 

Insee 2600 m 1 m 24 - 6 progress reports sent 
(not bi-monthly because 
much replanification has 
been done)  

4274 

     
 TOTAL  21703    25683
 
Our conclusion is that the general objectives of the ESSnet have been reached; in details as shown by 
the following table 1, flexibility in organization was the operational rule, to keep in line with the 
evidence coming from the research and tests and with the needs of Eurostat.  
As stated in this report, the breakdown of workload by Work Packages is informative and not 
contractual; this is specifically the case for the coordinations tasks that have not been spread on the 
real topic on which coordination operated, when it was not purely administrative. This results in a 
large under evaluation of the Dissemination time, because the coordinator was implied in about 30 
dissemination missions as compared to 15 foreseen. 
The workload on tests was also largely underestimated, in all profiling countries, as well because the 
duration of a profile was much longer (in elapse time) that estimated and the time for contacts was 
larger and because the learning and training time was also larger than stated initially.  
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2.2 List of the deliverables: Table 2.2, 2012 progress (documents sent mid 2013) 
.                

Code 
 

Deliverable name 
 

Leading 
partner 

 

Nat
ure 
 

Disse
minati
on 
level 

Deliverered 
 

 
Comments 

 
B1 Reviewed methodological report CBS R Re Mar 2013 

( Foreseen 
February ) 

new version March 
2013 

M 1 to 4 
 

2012 Quarterly reports on activities 
and other regular documentation:  
- M1 Kick-off 19-20/01/2012  
- M1.1 Leiden WS 
- M1.2 London May  
- M2.1 Coord Meeting Cardiff  
- M2.2 Quaterly report June 
- M3 Paris Oct. Coord Meeting 
- M4 Berlin Coord & Quaterly report 

Insee R Co  
 
- Feb 2012  
- July 2012 
- May 2012 
- Jul 2012 
- Sep 2012 
- Oct 2012  
- Jan 2013 

 
 
- M1 Common to M5 2011  
 
- supplementary 
- M2.0 Train. Sem. 
Minutes 
 

C1 Initial material for training ONS H Re Jun 2012  
Diss  Documents presented in ESS SGs / 

WGs: BR, EGR, SBS, FATS, GNI, 
BSDG  

 Insee  
   

R Re Various 
dates 

See mission: 14 
(except GNI all 
foreseen meetings 
happened) 

Diss  Presentations in different meetings:  
- Q2012 
- ICES Montreal 
- Wiesbaden group Washington 

 
   
CBS/Estat 
 

C Pu June/Sept 2012 
May 2012  
June 2012  
Sept 2012 

Done:  
- Poster / Paper - PPT 
- 5 papers  
- 4 papers 

C2 WP C Progress report 2012 CBS R Re Mar 2013 
( Foreseen 
February ) 

postponed from 
12/2012; after review 
(Cardiff Quadrilateral) 

M 5 2012 Intermediate report   Insee R Re Mar/Jun 2013 - year 2012 review came 
from Cardiff meetings  

C3 Reviewed guidelines for test desk/visit 
profiling  
 

ISTAT/ 
ONS   

H Re Mar 2013  
 
state of the art 

become PR+PT+ future IPT
+ Financial Template  

- monthly table from 02/13
C4 Final material for training ONS H Re Feb 2013 

 
Instead of 4/13 

Training seminar: 
in UK instead of NL, 
earlier than foreseen, 

 
Del No :  Deliverable numbers in initial order of delivery dates.  

  Numbering convention <WP >.<number of deliverable within that WP>.  
Nature :  R = Report, P = Prototype, S = Software, H = Handbook, C =  Conference/Workshop O = Other 
Dissemination Level:  

PU = Public 
RE = Restricted to a group specified by the partnership (including the Commission Services). 
CO = Confidential, only for members of the partnership (including the Commission Services). 

 Delivery date: Calendar date 
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List of the deliverables: Table 2.3, 2013 progress  
 

Code 
 

Deliverable name 
 

Leading 
partner 

 

Nat
ure 
 

Disse
minati
on 
level 

Deliverered 
 

 
Comments 

 
M  6 to 9 Essnet Quarterly progress reports  

+ other regular documentation:  
- M5 Cardiff Coordination meeting  
- “Cardiff Action table” (+ state of the art)
- M6 Neuchatel Coordination meeting  
- M7 Prep Amendment documents  
- M8 Prep Financial statement 
- M9 Managerial & Executive report 

Insee R Co exp Mar/Jun/ 
Sep/Dec 2013 
- Feb 2013 
 
- Oct 2013  

- Oct/Nov 2013 
- Nov 2013 
- Jan 2014 

Flexible behaviour: 
 
- attached 
prep WP B&C reports 
- attached 
 
 
- attached 

C5 Final report on a model for financing 
the cost of profiling 

ONS  
Insee 

H Co  Expected draft: 
June 2013 
 

Final Dec2013/Jan2014:
- profiling elapse time 
longer …  
- collection slower … 
than foreseen 

C6 Final organisational model for 
profiling 

ONS 
( Insee + CBS 

review ) 

H Re - from June 
2013 

- limited to examples;  
 - stress on “account 
management approach”
-  attached  

C7 + C 8 Following C3, become: 
   - Profiling report & template (for 
data transmission between partners 
and to Eurostat)  
 
   - prep IPT (interactive profiling tool)
 
   - Financial template  

 
- ISTAT  
 
 
 
-Eurostat 
+Insee+SFI
- ONS  

H 
 
 
 
 
--- 

Re 
 
 
 
 
--- 

- expected 06/13 
-Feb to Dec   
 
 

 
- starts in 2014 

 - all 2013 

 
- Monthly state of the art
- include PR+PT on 
each test profile  
- sent each month 
- under development;  
 
- See: C5 

C9 Recommendations of basic rules to be 
applied for light profiling 

Eurostat 
CBS 

O Re Sept 2013 included in Guidelines 
final version 

C10 Final definition of criteria to delineate 
the target population for profiling 

Eurostat 
+ Insee 

O Re Sept 2013 included in Guidelines 
final version 

C11 Recommendations to define the legal 
basis for data sharing in the frame of 
profiling and model for data sharing 

 
CBS 

O Re Dec 2013  
- attached 

C12 Final report WP C Guidelines etc CBS R Pu Dec 2013 - attached 
D1 Assessment report on the impact of 

profiling on business statistics and on 
consistency of information produced 

Istat / All 
ONS / SFI/ 
Insee 

R Re Dec 2013 Treated in WSs; 
assessment split 
between C5and D4 

D2 Test reports for the complete profiling 
(40) and for light profiling (40) 

All P Co Dec 2013 /  See C7 + C8 : 
Individual reports sent 
to Eurostat;  
- not attached 

D3 Data to be transmitted to the EGR 
according to the template for 40 
MNEs (complete) 

Istat P Co Oct 2013 Despite priority to 
intensive profiles, EGR 
not ready to input 

D4 Report on the costs-benefits analysis ONS 
Insee 

R Re Nov 2013 - attached (benefit 
analysis ; costs in C5) 

B2 Final Methodological report CBS R Pu Dec 2013 - attached 
B3 An assessment report on the 

"methodological development of key 
domains of Statistics related to 
Enterprise Groups" 

 
 Insee 

R Co Dec 2013 - assessment report no 
more  required ;  
- B3 limited to 2012 
involvement. 
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T&S 1 Assessment report on the degree of 
implementation of profiling in the EU 
countries after the experimentation 

Insee R Pu Dec 2013 - Included in the 
executive report;  
- training material in a 
specific file 

 
M 10 

- Managerial Final report (become M9)
- Final cost statement  

Insee R Re Dec 2013 - This report   
- Financial statement 
sent apart 

 
Del No :  Deliverable numbers in initial order of delivery dates.  

  Numbering convention <WP >.<number of deliverable within that WP>.  
Nature :  R = Report, P = Prototype, S = Software, H = Handbook, C =  Conference/Workshop O = Other 
Dissemination Level:  

PU = Public 
RE = Restricted to a group specified by the partnership (including the Commission Services). 
CO = Confidential, only for members of the partnership (including the Commission Services). 

 Delivery date: Calendar date 
 
  

 
2.3 Milestones: 

The milestones were described in the SGA in the detailed description of each workpackage (§2.1 of 
the SGA). 
The following paragraphs list them with the specific comments needed for the understanding.  
 
WP B 
The milestones proposed for WP B were two workshops that were aimed to present and discuss the 
WP B report (so-called Methodology of Profiling).   
“Two workshops, open to users, are scheduled:  

- WS2 at the end of 2012 to discuss and adopt the final methodological reports 
- WS4, the conclusive Workshop of the ESSnet in December 2013, common with WP C (with 

presentations of all achievements as well on methods as on process on tests and on 
dissemination in ESS non-partner countries).” 

 
From a conceptual and organizational point of view, the two Milestones Workshops were organised, 
with a real success in terms of number of participants (more than sixty participants for the Berlin 
Workshop and nearly a hundred attendants for the final Paris Workshop) and variety of domains 
(Business Registers, Structural Business statistics, National accounts, FATS, Short Term Statistics) 
and countries (23) plus International Organisations (3) they represented.  
The Berlin Workshop concentrated on presentations among profilers and to future users of the main 
features of the profiling proposals. The technical part being well understood, it did nor result in 
significant changes in the content of the Methodology and Guidelines (which is a very important 
decision) but led to reinforce the tests, the presentations of their results to “users” and to be more 
explicit on the process and its eventual consequences on the organization of the NSIs.  
The Paris Workshop concentrated on the final proposals that the ESSnet intended to deliver to 
Eurostat; it tried to have them finally reviewed and assessed as well by its 7 initial partners and by the 
more recent testers (8 countries) as by future users including the Central Banks and by international 
standardisers as Eurostat and the OECD. The Workshop was a success and the final revision and 
assessment was globally positive, even if of course they stressed the remaining work to do (in the 
ESBRs VIP project) and the efforts still necessary to get onboard very important future users the main 
of whom being the National Accountants. But their highest representative expressed his liking of the 
Profiling perspective.  
 
From an administrative point of view their were slight changes: 

- the Berlin WS in December 2012 was not able to “adopt” the final methodology for a lot of 
reasons, one of them being that the testing countries had their contract ending in December 
2013 instead of 2012. But in fact, 2013 lead only to writing improvements. 

- The conclusive WS took place in November instead of December 
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WP C 
The milestones proposed for WP C were two internal workshops that were aimed to discuss in-depth 
the guidelines and the material for training.  
“Two workshops have been scheduled (+ the conclusive WS4 see WP B): 
   - WS1 in March 2012, open to users, for preparing “guidelines + training material” for the 
oncoming “training seminar” for testing countries, scheduled in June 2012. 
   - WS3 in Mar/Apr 2013 for final training material immediately followed by the training seminar for 
piloting countries.” 
 
The initial training material for testing countries was considered good quality and very close to final, 
which means that the second training seminar for piloting was very similar to the first one. 
Thus the second training seminar took place in February 2013 instead of March/April to allocate 
sufficient time for testing to piloting countries. And the “preparation” seminar of March/April was 
transferred to June and used as a technical workshop for profilers to discuss and agree on a lot of 
pending questions and issues.  
 
WP D 
The milestones allocated to WP D (testing) were related to an important step of intensive profiling: the 
visit to the groups.  
 “Visits to groups during profiling tests have been allocated to the partners, according to the “first 
table” page 33.”  
As “visits” physical face to face are crucial for the success of the relationship between statisticians and 
business officials, they were generalised to the largest intensive profiling cases. According to the 
difference in structure of Member States economies, they led to real missions or only to local moves in 
the capital cities. This milestone concerns only the visits funded by the grant - a small part of the total 
ones - , either because the decision centres were far from the NSI location or because we organised 
multi national teams.  
Please see the table on missions for the precise list of  “funded visits”. 
 
WP T&S 
In 2012 and 2013, Eurostat launched tenders to test profiling in the European countries other than 
ESSnet initial partners. The countries which started in 2012 were called the “testing countries” and 
those which started in 2013 the “piloting” countries. The ESSnet profiling had the task to “support the 
experimentation launched by Eurostat by spreading the methodology proposed in the EU countries and 
assisting the participating countries through various actions”. Their involvement took the following 
forms:  
“two types of  milestones:  

- the training seminars and follow-up meetings: 
o training seminar for testing countries 2012: June 2012  
o follow-up meeting: End september 2012  
o 2012 conclusion meeting for testing countries: November/December 2012 
 
o training seminar for piloting countries 2013: March/April 2013 
o follow-up meeting: June 2013  
o conclusion meeting for the whole ESS: December 2013  
 

- the support (coaching for testing and piloting countries) for which we have scheduled  
o one visit from the coach in 2012  
o one common meeting with  the 2 or 3 piloting countries in  2013; 
o  one travel each year for the coordinator”.  

 
This organisation was very fruitful: as previously mentioned the content of the first training seminar 
was so appreciated, even if found very dense and demanding by the attendants, that the second was 
nearly the same.  
 
As usual, training allowed both the trainees and trainers to improve their own understanding of the 
whole process, to clarify their knowledge (What to do/how to do/Step by step approach/remaining 
issues/tips…) and to share experiences more concretely than from written stuff (questions, issues, 
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solutions). The follow-ups reversed the floor that was given to the previously trainees that could share 
with their previous trainers; they also allowed a kind of “wrap-up” on some specific topics. 
 
Coaching that was mostly bilateral - twice with two coached teams for the same coach - and on the 
Piloting/Testing premises; they allowed not only to understand the reality of other NSAs and to 
discuss more in depth the cases and issues, but also in some countries direct discussions with the 
“users” questioning the coach, who was in a kind of mediation position.   
 
Both milestone realisation helped to challenge our methodological recommendations against different 
realities / organisations / cultures and to adapt them when necessary.  
 
As a result 15 countries have participated to tests, with at least one full intensive profile and one light 
plus a bunch of partnering exercises (10 or more).  Among which at least 10 will be part of the future 
ESBRs. 
 
WP Diss 
Since the beginning of the project, the need to dedicate time to disseminating actions was obvious. 
This dissemination was foreseen in different direction: presentations to the ESS (various working 
groups) and presentations and discussions outside the ESS.  
“Deliverables and Milestones (brief description and month of delivery): 
Diss 1 to n: Presentations (15 for the 2 years 2012/2013) in the ESS working and steering groups and 
in the BSDG 
Diss n to p:  Participation (3 each year) in seminars such as ICES, Wiesbaden Group, Q2012 etc  
Memory point: Workshops and seminars for users (listed in § 3.2.5) 
 
The dissemination missions were a very crucial part of the ESSnet tasks. We had foreseen 15 of them; 
32 took place. 
Dissemination was the really underestimated task of the ESSnet. As a matter of fact, profiling was a 
method that is unknown for the most part of European countries and the need to explain the 
methodology and its potential consequences on business statistics proved to be important. The users 
need to be convinced, mostly not about the necessity to profile, but about the proposed methodology 
that they virtualy simulate in their own working context. These needs have been expressed as well 
inside the NSIs as in the working and steering group at Eurostat. 
 
In consequence we reported each year at least once to the EGR steering group, once to the BR 
working group, once to the SBS steering group and to the BSDG.  
 
Then in the last 6 months, the need was more on the way the proposals could be incorporated in the 
future of the business statistics; it was more explanatory or pre-decisional. Specifically we were asked 
to present specific “seminars” in the BRWG, in the SBS SG and in the BSDG, that we have been told 
to be useful for the understanding of the questions raised by globalisation, the proposals made to 
improve its description and issues to solve when implementing the proposals. The feedbacks we have 
until now seem positive on these orientations. 
 
In each partner country actions towards dissemination have been realized, with the same results that 
previously cited and in some cases national decision lines on the strategy about profiling to be used as 
well in national programmes as in the European decision committees. In nearly all individual 
countries, contacts do now officially exist with national accountants; they eventually include 
discussions on the way to monitor the changes and breaks in series that may come from national or 
European profiling.  
 
Our only regret lies on the fact that we had no direct contact with Eurostat national accountants.This 
needs to happen in the next future.  
 
We have also regularly presented the state of the art, for example in the “Quality Conferences”, in the 
Wiesbaden Group on Business Registers that meets every two years and in the group of Experts on BR 
co-leaded by the UNECE, the OECD and Eurostat that meets also every two years (the year with no 
Wiesbaden Group Conference). Eurostat is considered the only international body to be able to 
interlink the micro-data among countries (because of the specific structure of the EU): the profiling 
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research is thus intended to be an input for the programmes of the UN and the OECD; the feedback 
has been positive and it has led at the end of the period to the perspective of methodological and 
operational exchange with Statistics Canada and to the interest of Rosstat (the Russian NSI). 
 
 
WP M management 

“-   11 Coordination meetings are scheduled + 1 “supplementary” if necessary  
- 4 “quadrilateral meetings” mainly devoted to (re)writing the reports are foreseen”. 

 
We organised exactly the foreseen number of coordination and “quadrilateral” meetings, quadrilateral 
meaning for historical reasons a meeting in which the reports are “drafted or reviewed”. According to 
the different context from which the partners came from, this dense scheduling was necessary and 
proved to be efficient.   
 
 
3. Project management  
The project has been easy to manage from an organisational point of view.  
 
Partners were all committed and positive.  
 
Of course, we encountered a lot of difficulties:  

 internal such as the budget cuts in nearly all NSIs;  
 internal also our ability to discuss  with our users, who of course are neither in needs nor 

available at the period we propose to discuss (even if they are Long Term requirers because 
they, as we, do perceive the problems and issues of the business statistics); it is probably more 
a question of synchrony that a structural issue, but it was and remains nevertheless a very 
stressing point; the most difficult case concerns the National Accounts with which we share 
the way to improve our quality (discuss directly and agree with the largest businesses, do it in 
common with our colleagues of the other countries when relevant, use the language of the 
businesses, mostly the accounting one etc) but with drawbacks related to breaks in series and 
to their need of a “big bang” - only one overall change in methods - which is impossible for us 
and leads to invent types of parallel series; 

 external with the GEGs we wanted to profile: difficulties to have them accept to be part of 
“pure tests”; to have them invest when necessary without sufficient positive perspective for 
the same reason; with their functional approach as we would prefer the approach  by nature 
etc;  

 a lot of “dissemination” needs and requests that made it difficult to monitor the project. 
 

The progressive inclusion of testing and piloting countries was at the same time demanding and a 
booster for clarification of the methods and of the guidelines.  
 
At the end of the ESSnet there is a large consent inside the partnership about the documents and the 
proposals they include. It is specified that, according to its position as a research project, the NSIs to 
which the invidual experts belong may have different opinions.   
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4. Status of the final use of the resources 
 
The tables hereunder shows the overall consumption of time by each partner NSI; it is roughly broken 
down by Work package (this breakdown is not contractual). The links between Profiling as main 
profiler or as actor of the partnering exercises, the support given to the new 5 testing and the 3 piloting 
countries and the improvements in Methodology and Guidelines coming from the previous tasks 
renders this splitting somewhat conventional. Moreover, this repartition is not done for the 
Coordinator of the ESSnet who was much more implied in dissemination than foreseen.  
 
The first table summarizes the initial manpower resources exactly as they were included in the Grant 
Agreement. 
 
 
 
TABLE 4.1 INITIAL RESOURCES 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Work package WPB 
Methods

WPC tools & 
guidelines

WPD tests WPTraining 
& Support

WPDiss WPM TOTAL per 
Partner 

1.INSEE 500 600 900 500 600 2600 5700
2. CBS 700 1250 850 200 150 0 3150
3. DESTATIS 250 250 1150 350 0 0 2000
4. ISTAT 200 200 1800 200 100 0 2500
5. ONS 200 600 4700 1000 180 0 6680
6. SFI 360 40 620 200 0 0 1220
7 SFO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 2210 2940 10020 2450 1030 2600 21250

of which indicative hours for 2012
Work package WPB 

Methods
WPC tools & 

guidelines
WPD tests WPTraining 

& Support
WPDiss WPM TOTAL per 

Partner 
1.INSEE 300 300 500 200 300 1300 2900
2. CBS 600 850 450 100 150 0 2150
3. DESTATIS 150 150 500 50 0 0 850
4. ISTAT 100 100 900 100 50 0 1250
5. ONS 100 300 2350 500 90 0 3340
6. SFI 240 20 360 100 0 0 720
7 SFO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 1490 1720 5060 1050 590 1300 11210

of which indicative hours for 2013
Work package WPB 

Methods
WPC tools & 

guidelines
WPD tests WPTraining 

& Support
WPDiss WPM TOTAL per 

Partner 
1.INSEE 200 300 400 300 300 1300 2800
2. CBS 100 400 400 100 0 0 1000
3. DESTATIS 100 100 650 300 0 0 1150
4. ISTAT 100 100 900 100 50 0 1250
5. ONS 100 300 2350 500 90 0 3340
6. SFI 120 20 260 100 0 0 500
7 SFO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 720 1220 4960 1400 440 1300 10040

Initial Distribution of Manpower during the 3rd MBGA (2012-2013)
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The initial breakdown could not be completely applied, some of the NSIs, mainly ISTAT and Destatis, 
not being finally able to provide Training and Support to new profiling countries. Insee and ONS have 
replaced them on this topic. In consequence, time budgets were reallocated according to the second 
table (whose object was mainly to support monetary budget allocation) in full agreement between all 
partners. In consequence, we had to negotiate with Eurostat an amendment to the SGA, that was 
signed in November 2013. Its figures are reported in the table 4.2 hereunder. 
 
 
TABLE 4.2 AMENDED RESOURCES 
 

 
 
In parallel, we recorded (table 4.3), the real consumption for the year 2012, first year of this MBGA.  
The large overconsumption of time on Tests and Training and support appears clearly. This results 
probably more from an underevaluation of the training and learning period of the initial partners of the 
ESSnet than from the length of the appoach of the GEGs as candidates for European Profiling Tests, 
even if the last reason explains also part of the underestimation. Reversely, it appeared quickly that 
the workload on the Methodology and Guidelines would be smaller than anticipated.  
 
There has been no try to make the table 4.3 consistent with the previous one, table 7.2 as there was 
no stake on that point.  
 
 
TABLE 4.3 Manpower used in 2012. 
 

Work package WPB 
Methods

WPC tools & 
guidelines

WPD tests WPTraining 
& Support

WPDiss WPM TOTAL per 
Partner 

1.INSEE 500 600 900 762 600 2600 5962
2. CBS 700 1250 850 200 150 0 3150
3. DESTATIS 250 250 1150 350 0 0 2000
4. ISTAT 263 234 2049 0 88 0 2634
5. ONS 200 600 4700 1057 180 0 6737
6. SFI 360 40 620 200 0 0 1220
7 SFO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 2273 2974 10269 2569 1018 2600 21703

Amended Distrib. of Manpower (2012-2013)

Work package WPB Methods WPC tools & 
guidelines

WPD tests WPTraining 
& Support

WPDiss WPM TOTAL per 
Partner 

1.INSEE 6 1070 162 17 2276 3531
2. CBS 200 504 792 257 221 0 1974
3. DESTATIS 305 79 1599 72 5 18 2078
4. ISTAT 150 120 1178 0 50 0 1498
5. ONS 100 300 2690 492 90 0 3672
6. SFI 123 116 230 186 0 0 655
7 SFO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 884 1119 7559 1169 383 2294 13408

 Manpower  used in 2012
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TABLE 4.4 FINAL MANPOWER USED  
 
 
The final time consumption makes it clear that the main workload has been on the testing tasks and 
that this topic has been initially underevaluated. This could mean that the costs of implementation will 
be very high, if it was not corrected by the fact that the learning experience is also important, reucing 
along time the marginal codst of an initial test.  
On the contrary, we devoted less time than foreseen on the updating of the Methodology and of the 
Guidelines, most of the time being used to complement them. 

 
 

Work package WPB 
Methods

WPC tools & 
guidelines

WPD tests WPTraining 
& Support

WPDiss WPM TOTAL per 
Partner 

1.INSEE 10 0 1803 470 50 4254 6587
2. CBS 373 762 1823 283 221 0 3462
3. DESTATIS 467 197 3123 88 13 20 3908
4. ISTAT 300 250 2261 0 100 0 2911
5. ONS 200 400 5802 700 165 0 7267
6. SFI 259 143 737 409 0 0 1548
7 SFO 0
TOTAL 1609 1752 15549 1950 549 4274 25683

of which indicative hours for 2012
Work package WPB 

Methods
WPC tools & 

guidelines
WPD tests WPTraining 

& Support
WPDiss WPM TOTAL per 

Partner 
1.INSEE 6 1070 162 17 2276 3531
2. CBS 200 504 792 257 221 0 1974
3. DESTATIS 305 79 1599 72 5 18 2078
4. ISTAT 150 120 1178 0 50 0 1498
5. ONS 100 300 2690 492 90 0 3672
6. SFI 123 116 230 186 0 0 655
7 SFO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 884 1119 7559 1169 383 2294 13408

of which indicative hours for 2013
Work package WPB 

Methods
WPC tools & 

guidelines
WPD tests WPTraining 

& Support
WPDiss WPM TOTAL per 

Partner 
1.INSEE 4 0 400 308 33 1978 3056
2. CBS 173 258 1031 26 0 0 1488
3. DESTATIS 162 118 1524 16 8 2 1830
4. ISTAT 113 114 871 0 38 0 1413
5. ONS 100 100 3112 208 75 0 3595
6. SFI 136 27 507 223 0 0 893
7 SFO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 725 633 7990 781 166 1980 12275

Final Distribution of Manpower (2012-2013)
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5. Conclusive remarks  
 
Among the strengths of the last two years of the ESSnet, we must stress: 

- as previously mentioned the involvement of all partners and the permanent support of Eurostat 
has made it possible to realize the objectives and to produce all deliverables, as well as it has 
been a very valuable encouragement during the 4 years of the project;   

- the quality of the initial reports (Feasibility study and draft Methodology Report) was such that 
never had to question the basic principles of profiling; we made large improvements but without 
any significant strategic change; 

 
- the flexibility of the partners was also very impressive: according to the state of the questions, a 

lot of movements in the individual responsibilities was decided during the Coordination 
meetings with very easy agreement among partners; probably the most important internal 
feature of the project was the number and frequency of Coordination and Quadrilateral 
meetings; they made it possible to work as a unique team even if members come from and work 
in very differently organized institutions. We know that it will be difficult to keep this team 
building experience when profiling will become an “industrial” production, but we think that it 
is an asset of the project. 

 
- The organisation of the relationships with the GEGs is also a very strategic question we have 

worked on with large success. Even if are differences among countries, it seems possible to get 
a large agreement from businesses on their implication on profiling. They often request a legal 
obligation, but more to manage internal priorities than to be submitted to official requirements; 

- From the basic contact to ensure the agreement of the GEG on the testing experience to the 
collection of the main variables through the agreement on the list of “enterprises”, on the legal 
perimeter of the GEG and on the links between Legal Units and enterprises we have devoted a 
lot of time and energy to prepare the guidelines on this topic: we think our proposals are 
valuable.  

 
- The last domain we would like to stress is this of the internal organisation of the NSIs to 

optimize profiling. After a lot of discussion, we thought the right expression was not to propose 
organizations as such but to stress the “account management approach for monitoring large 
entities in the business statistics.  

 
Among the successes, at the end of the project :  

- the basis of the methodology and of the implementation guidelines and rules has been developed, 
more, as previously noted, as the rationalization of existing proposals than as pure innovation. 
Thus we are indebted to our predecessors who deserve a large part of what we have done;  

- very large testing activities proved that the methodology proposed by the ESSnet profiling is 
“working”, even if there are still issues to be solved and cases to be more in depth analysed, but 
we are in a learning process as well as routing for implementation;  

- the 5 testing and 3 piloting countries were given a very short time; and, with adequate training 
and coaching, they succeeded in intensively profiling at least one GEG; they also participated to 
many more partnering exercises than contractual; this gives proofs of the feasibility of a quick but 
progressive implementation of profiling in the whole EU; 

 
- all concerned Eurostat working and steering groups have been presented with our outcomes, with 

an increasing understanding allowing us a bunch of support and them to play their role in the 
European decision process; 

 
 - the GEGs, in their majority, welcomed the initiative in some way, from participating freely and 

fully to a non-mandatory process, to welcoming the idea without being able to participate; the 
participants get longly involved despite the character of testing giving them no certainty to the 
future and despite the vagueness on some aspects mainly for them about the future collection of 
data at country level;  

 
- various kind of interest were shown by non-EU countries; the USA (Bureau of the Census and 

BEA) reviewed the methodology and find it reasonable and convincing in the European context; 
Statistics Canada proposed to share methodological evidences and operational facts of 
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experience; Rosstat (Russia) asked for more information in a context of its relationship with 
Eurostat and of the implementation of the IFRS by the largest Russian groups. 

  
Among the weaknesses, we have to cite :  

- the undervaluation of the elapse time necessary for profiling. Most of the GEGs can work only 
two months a year on such topics, which means that our “time slot” is very limited for them to 
“work for us”;  

- the limitation of what we can get from a testing experience: most GEGs are efficiency-guided; 
in consequence they cannot invest only for a one-year test, except if it possible for them to 
benefit from “quick wins” as a reward. This has created too much limitation in the collection of 
the whole bunch of core variables, further than only turnovers employment and Nace code for 
the agreed enterprises.  

- Above these remarks, we should stress that this testing experience could not be no more than a 
unique cycle, up to now without follow-up of the initial profiles; according to the needs of the 
main users, we will have to make it a continuous process aligned to the requirements of the 
statistical users in terms of delays, calendars and quality. 

- Of course the present budget-cutting period was not an easy parameter to cope with  when we 
have to invest first and harvest in the future. The same apllies to the concerned businesses. 

 
What then remains to be done?  
A new ESSnet, on a future European System of interoperable Business Registers will begin before mid 
2014. It will apply the design of the cooperation model between the members of the ESS specially 
regarding multinationals that will come from the Vision 2.0 and also add in the outcome of the Task 
Force on Statistical units and its eventual impact on the proposed methodology.  
 
As to the links with Profiling, some important topics have to be addressed to and by this future 
ESSnet:  

-  the integration between EGR and IPT is foreseen; it will take into account the potential 
consequences of the present differences in architectural principles between EGR V2.0 (national 
business registers are considered as authoritative source for national statistical units) and the 
IPT, which considers the country of the UCI as authoritative source for statistical units;  

-   the need to work much further on the partnering exercise (improve the networking environment 
and its results);  

-  the way to integrate global profiling in the national processes inside the NSIs and to use the 
enterprises defined through profiling in national business registers and for national statistics 
collection or dissemination appears clearly;  

-   the follow-up of the intensively profiled enterprise groups and the transformation of initial 
profiling into a continuous process, profiling of non-EU EGs, the conceptual research and the 
operational implementation of continuity of the EGs and of the enterprises, their impact impact 
on the demography of businesses statistics are very important  to be pursued or concluded.  

 
Of course, the assessment of all Methodology, Guidelines and related documents and their 
transformation into an operational living documentation will also be part of the future needs, after 
integration of the new regulatory decisions on FRIBS.  
Last but not least, the present significant but limited cost study has to be transformed in an 
advantage/cost analysis leading to ability to prepare the budgeting of the future operational permanent 
profiling implementation programmes. 

 
At the end of 2009, a lot of fellow experts we discussed with were sceptical for us to succeed; now we 
can easily answer to this scepticism: 

Yes, we did it ! 
  
Date :  13 February 2014 
  
    Signature Coordinator      Signature Project Leader
   

 
 

 P Teillet                        Jean-Marc Béguin 
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Realized 
Mission
s 

Initial 
Mission 

WP Annex1      List of  the 52 missions realised in 2012-2013 Destination Dates Attendants 

18-1 18 WP M Coordination with the study (contract with Artemis consulting) on the  
"methodological development of key domains of Statistics related to Enterprise 

Groups" 

Luxembourg 17 Jan 2012 Coordinator 

1 1 WP M Kick-off and coordination meeting n° 1 London 19-20 Jan 2012 Partners: see 
Minutes 

18-2 18  Coordination with EGR ESSnet  Rome 13-14 Feb 2012  
2-1 2 WP M Preparation of Workshop1  Paris 27-28 Feb 2012 Partners 

18-3 18 WP Diss & 
M 

Presentation of Rome proceedings to Eurostat G1 + Participation to discussion 
on EGR complementary ESSnet (July 2012- December 2013)  

Luxembourg 01-02 Mar 2012 Coordinator 

2-2 2 WP C WorkShop1 + Coordination Meeting n° 2 Leiden 20-21 March 
2012 

As foreseen 

18-4 18 WP Diss Presentation to the SBS WG Luxembourg 19-20 Apr 2012 Coordinator 
8.1 8 WP M Coordination meeting n° 3 (supplementary) + Quadrilateral (1st on 4) London 10 May 2012 Partners 

18-5 18 WP M & Diss Participation to Consistency Coord Meeting (+ prep Consistency Riga  WS) Vienna 21-22 May 2012 Coord + ONS + CBS  
18-6 18 WP Diss EGR Work Shop (attendance & reaction to EGR proposals towards V2.0) Tallinn 29-30 May 2012 Coordinator 
19-1 19 WP Diss ICES IV Conference (presentation of 4 papers in a specific session) Montreal 12-14 June 2012 Coord + Ritzen (CBS)+ 

Francoz (Estat)+ Sage (ONS) 
10-1 10 WP B Visit to StatCan (1st among 2 visits to non EU profiling NSIs) Ottawa 15 Jun 2012 Coord + Ritzen + Francoz 
18-7 18 WP Diss  Consistency WS (pres “Overview of Profiling” ...) Riga 19-20 June 2012 Coord + … 

4  3 WP T&S, M Training Seminar for testing countries + Coordination Meeting n° 4 (ex3) ONS 25-29 June  
2012 

As foreseen (5 new testing 
countries) 

19-2 19 WP Diss WiesbadenGroup on BR + participation to the UNECE BR Manual coordination 
meeting 

Washington 17-21 Sept 2012 Coord + ... 

18-8   EGR steering group Luxembourg 25 Sept 2012 Agnès Topiol 
18-9 18 WP M GVC Seminar (links to Eurostat sudies on globalisation) Luxembourg 9-10 Oct 2012 Coordinator 

18-10 18 WP M Attendance to Consistency Coordination meeting (statitical units definition) Rome 11 Oct 2012 Coordinator 
3 4 WP T&S, M Follow-up seminar for testing countries + Coordination Meeting n° 5 ex 4   Paris 11-12 Oct 2012

-initial date: Sept 2012-
As foreseen 

18-11 18 WP M  Conclusion on Statistical Units with Eurostat G, Consistency & EGR + 
preparation BSDG 

Luxembourg 23 Oct 2012 Coordinator 

18-12 18 WPM Business Register working group Luxembourg 28 Oct 2012 Coordinator 
18-13 18 WP Diss ESSnet WS (presentation to the ESBRs session) Rome 29-30 Nov 2012 Coordinator 
18-14 18 WP Diss Consistency WS  Rome 3-4 Dec 2012 Coordinator 
18-15 18 WP Diss BSDG: participation to management of the “seminar” on statistical units with 

Consistency 
Luxembourg 5-6 Dec 2012 Coordinator 
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Realized 
Missions 

Initial 
Missio
n 

WP Annex1      List of  the 52 missions realised in 2012-2013 Destination Dates Attendants 

 
7-1 
7.2 
7.3 
7.4 

7 WP T&S 2012 Support to testing countries :  
- Danemark from Finland  

- Belgium from the Netherlands  
- Spain from France 

- Latvia & Lithuania from France 

EU city: 
Copenhagen 

Heerlen 
Madrid  
Riga 

Mar – Dec 2012:
10-11 Sep 2012 

11 Sep 2012 
29 Nov 2012 
6-7 Dec 2012 

 
THattaka,MRantanen  .
I.Beuken/H. Paulusma. 

A Topiol 
 V Hecquet  

5 5 WP B&C Workshop 2 + Coordination meeting n°6  Berlin 12-14 Dec 2012 Partners 
6 xx WP D & M Coordination of IPT and EGR Luxembourg 29 Jan 2013 A Topiol 

 
9-1/9-2 

 
9-3 
9-4 
9-5 
9-6 

9 WP D Visits to groups during profiling tests (only when travel and subsistence):  
- EADS (2 visits) 

 
- Nestlé (2nd visit; the 1st was in 2011) 
- Adecco (2nd visit; the 1st was in 2011)  

- Ferrovie dello Stato Italiane 
- Grimaldi 

- … 

EU city 
München  

Paris 
Vevey 
Zurich  

Firenze 
Napoli 

 
9 July 2012  
12April 2013 
29 May 2013 
12 June 2013 

 
 Destatis / Insee  
Insee / Destatis 

FSO / Insee 
FSO / Insee 

Istat 
Istat 

11  
8-2 

11 WP T&S 
WP C + M

Piloting countries training Seminar  
+ Quadrilateral + Coordination meetings n°7 

Cardiff 4/8 February 

2013 

Partners (12= FR 3;NL 
2;DE 1;IT 2;UK 2;FI 2); 

piloting: 6 (20 were  
foreseen ); mute: 4 

18-16 18 WP Diss EGR steering group Luxembourg 22 March 2013 Coordinator 

18-17 18 WP Diss Group of experts on NA: TF Global Production Geneva 3-4 April 2013 Coordinator  (assess 
proximity with SNA 

2008) 
18-18 18 WP Diss BR WG + SBS sg (partly) Luxembourg 21-23 April 2013 Coordinator 

18-19 18 WP Diss TF on Statistical units Luxembourg 7 May 2013 Coordinator (also R 

Sturm + ONS + SFI) 

18-20 xx WP Diss Belgian NSI CB and Plan Bureau (10 attendants) Brussels 15 May 2013 Coordinator (pres of 
profiling, free 

debate) 
18-21 18 WP Diss ECB group on EGs (ECCBSO) Madrid 28-29 May 2013 Coordinator + (D 

Francoz) 
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Realized 
Missions 

Initial 
Mission 

WP Annex1      List of  the 52 missions realised in 2012-2013 Destination Dates Attendants 

12 12 WP T&S 
WP C 

Follow-up for testing and piloting (8 countries: 16 attendants+ mute attendants 4 
+ Technical Workshop 3 (attendants: 22= FR4;NL5;DE2;IT2;UK4;FI 2;CH 2) 

+ Coordination meeting n°8 

Eindhoven 5-7 June 2013 Partners; 
Testing and piloting  

 
18-22 xx WP B &M Destatis - Insee bilateral debate on profiling principles  Wiesbaden 12 June 2013 “owner” (JM Béguin) 

and coordinator 
18-23 18 WP M EGR WS Einhoven 19-20 June 

2013 
Coordinator as such + 

all partners 
8-3/13 13+8-3 WP M Quadrilateral + Coordination meeting n°9 Newport 

(London) 
1-2 July 2013 Partners 

18-24 18 WP M TF ESBRs / Interoperability of BRs / end of EGR ESSnet Luxembourg 4 July 2013 Coordinator 

18-25 18 WP Diss BRs Expert Group meeting (UNECE/OECD/ESTAT)+  
UN SBR Manual TF 

Geneva 2-4 September 
2013 

D Francoz, 
Coordinator 

18-26/14 14 WP M Presentation profiling to FSO  
Coordination Meeting n° 10 

Neuchâtel 9 Sept 2013 
10-12 Sept 2013

Coordinator     
 Partners 

18-27 18 WP Diss
+ M 

EGR sg + TF ESBRs 2nd  meeting Luxembourg 17-18 Sept 2013 Coordinator 

18-28 18 WP Diss TF on Statistical units Luxembourg 24-25 Sept 2013 Coordinator 

 
17-1 
17-2 
17-3 
17-4 

17 WP T&S 2013 Support to piloting countries :  
            -    Spain from France 

- Estonia from Finland 
- Sweden from UK 

- Hungary and Latvia from France  

EU city: 
Madrid 
Tallinn 

 
Budapest 

Mar/Dec2013: 
 
8/05/2013  
 
23-24 July 2013

 
A Topiol 

MsRantanen/MsPaqvalin 
 
V Hecquet / A TopioL 

15 15 WP M Coordination Meeting n° 11 Rome 9-10 Oct 2013 Partners 

18-29 18 WP Diss 
+ M 

BR WG (that included a “seminar” on Profiling) Luxembourg 24-25 Oct 2013 Partners 

18-30 18 WP M TF on Statistical units Luxembourg 5 Nov 2013 Coordinator 

18-31 18 WP Diss SBS sg (that included a “seminar” on Profiling) Luxembourg 11-12 Nov 2013 Partners 

16 16 WP T&S 
B&C, M

Conclusion seminar for testing and piloting countries +  
Final Workshop on profiling (n°4)  + Coord Meeting n° 12 

Paris 19-22 Nov 2013 Invitees + Partners  
( 80+ persons) 

10-2 10 WP B Visit to Rosstat  Moscow 4-6 Dec 2013 Coordinator 

18-32 18 WP Diss BSDG (that included a “seminar” on Profiling) Luxembourg 9-10 Dec 2013 Partners 


